
e-Learning Activities for 4/21/20 
Parents, I tried my best to put these activities together so that you can do these activities at home with your child with 

things you have around the house.  You can click on the underlined texts below to link you to the websites you will need.  

I am also including the website in case it is easier for you to copy and paste the website.  

   Literacy/Language Arts-_ 

Scholastic Reading/Book Study  https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome/grades-prek-k.html 
10 minutes 
This link will take you to a great resource from Scholastic.  Scroll down to Day 5: Seasons - Spring. Click on ‘Take me 

there’.  There you will be able to read a short book to them and they can watch another.  Scholastic has some great 

resources to work on vocabulary (Word Match) and sequencing (Which Came First?).  

Alphabet Order (Pick 1)    5-8 minutes 
1. Alphabet Order Game     https://www.abcya.com/games/alphabet  

If you have a computer or laptop, this is a great game to help students put their letters in ABC order.  If they are 
struggling have them say their ABCs as they go so they know what comes next.  If needed, you could print the 
2nd page or write the letters of the alphabet in order so they can see and point to the letters as they say them to 
figure out what comes next.       OR 

2. Alphabet Order Puzzle – If you have a printer, print the 2nd page of this document and cut out the letters.  If you 
don’t have a printer, just write the letters on a piece of paper and cut them apart. Then have students put the 
letters back in alphabetical order. 

 
Tucker Signs    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8uIDbOQKnk      2.5 minutes 
Click this link and have students say their Tucker signs and do the motions along with it. 
 

   Math-_ 

Calendar  http://more.starfall.com/?t=291200204&nrb=1&y=1        2 minutes 
Click on this link. When it takes you to the website, click on the picture of the calendar at the top right next to Seasonal 
or it will be located under the 4 ‘I’m Reading’ button.   
 
Days of the Week          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCqlzpY11hM         2 minutes 
Have students practice singing their Days of the week.  They should be able to sing them correctly for you by this point in 
the year, but if they need help you can listen to this song as a reminder.  
 
Months of the Year          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOY5YuBgUHg       2 minutes 
Have students practice singing their Days of the week.  They should be able to sing them correctly for you by this point in 
the year, but if they need help you can listen to this song as a reminder and dance the Macarena with it! 
 
Making pictures using shapes (Pick 1)      5-10 minutes 

1. Using tangrams to make pictures     http://www.mathlearningcenter.org/web-apps/pattern-shapes/   
This works best on a computer or tablet. I could not get it to work well on my phone.  When you get to this page, 
click on the ‘picture’ near the bottom, left side of the page of the that looks like a man in a boat.  Once there you 
can scroll over and find more pictures.  Kids can try and fill in the black shape with smaller pattern blocks by 
dragging them over into the black shape.  This can be a little tricky so please try to help them as much as 
possible.  They will sometimes need to rotate the shape which can be tricky at first as well. 
         OR 

2. Using shapes to make pictures – For those of you who were able to pick up the paper packets, I included this 
activity in Day 8.  IT is the last page in Day 8.  I included a blank page and a bag of shapes.  If you have glue, glue 
the small shapes together on the paper to make a picture.  Help students label/write what they drew.  If you 
don’t have glue just let them lay the shapes out on the paper to make a picture.  With this option, you can let 
them keep being creative over and over. 
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   Get Moving (Optional)-_ 

Just Dance Kids - Bingo        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfgEOcO5Lxo 
This is a fun video with a familiar song.     
 
 

 

Use these letters as an alphabet chart or to cut apart to make a puzzle. 

 

A B C D E F G H I 
J K L M N O P Q 

R S T U V W X Y Z 
 

 a b c d e f g h i j k 
l m n o p q r s t u v 

w x y z 
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